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1. Introduction 

Transparency is a multifunctional concept, as its role changes significantly according 
to the field of law to which it is applied, and to the social values underpinning it. In constitu-
tional law, its main function is to promote the democratic accountability of those in power. 
Transparency fosters the in-put dimension of democratic legitimisation, enabling to hold de-
cision-makers accountable for the political choices taken in contrast with the general prefer-
ences of their constituents.  

However, the high degree of transparency required by a constitutional polity may be 
structurally in conflict with the confidentiality inherent to international treaties’ negotiations, 
whereby States’ strategic interests could be jeopardized by the spread of information. Many 
Constitutions try to strike a procedural balance between democratic accountability and the 
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need of confidentiality in international state action (e.g. by requiring parliamentary authoriza-
tion for certain types of treaties).  

This in turn is reflected in the institutional arrangements according to which the ex-
ecutives are in charge of leading the negotiation process, while parliaments control govern-
ments’ external action and – in so doing – promote the spread of information and democratic 
accountability. 

Nowadays, the tight equilibrium reached in many post-war constitutions is under 
pressure, due to the process of globalization of international law. As pointed out in section 2, 
traditional powers held by the State have been gradually delegated to international or supra-
national organizations, and a new form of global governance has been taking shape: the 
multiplication of the centres of authority, together with the new role played by the representa-
tives of national executives, has weakened the bound with national parliaments, thus escap-
ing from their powers of control and from the traditional source of democratic states’ legitima-
cy, founded on political representation and public powers’ responsiveness to the general will 
of citizens.   

Against this background, many international organizations have been trying to foster 
their democratic legitimacy through “transparency”, a wide concept, which is commonly un-
derstood as a synonymous of access to information and participatory rights for the stake-
holders in the deliberation process. From a constitutional perspective, transparency becomes 
a tool – different from political representation as entrenched in the electoral process – to 
promote the spread of information and – in so doing – the political accountability of interna-
tional and supranational organizations. 

Besides international organisations, also the European Union (EU) has followed the 
path of transparency, especially after the treaty of Lisbon: as pointed out in section 3, not on-
ly is transparency a general principle affirmed in several provisions of the Treaty on the Eu-
ropean Union (TEU), but it also comes into play in the procedure for the conclusion of inter-
national treaties. In particular, a deeper involvement of the European Parliament (EP) is en-
visaged, which must be informed throughout all stages of the negotiations, and which has the 
final word over the conclusion of the treaties in the large majority of cases.  

It is however questioned whether the higher degree of transparency is enough in or-
der to bridge the well known European democratic deficit, especially with regard to interna-
tional relations, and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) negotiations 
provide an interesting case study in this respect. Having analysed the role played by the Eu-
ropean Parliament (sections 4 and 5) and by National Parliaments (section 6) in the TTIP 
negotiation process, the paper aims at evaluating the attempts to reconcile transparency and 
confidentiality, from the perspective of democratic accountability in a multilevel system of 
government. In particular, it assesses how the calls for more transparency have been ad-
dressed at EU level, and to what extent they have fostered the negotiations’ overall account-
ability. It does so by taking into consideration two different (although connected) institutional 
levels: European Parliament and European Commission, on the one hand; National Parlia-
ments and national executives, on the other hand. The paper argues that the TTIP debate 
has so far been more transparent than the average of international treaties negotiations. The 
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scepticism voiced by the public opinion with regard to the on-going process seems then to be 
due to the EU’s structural pro-trade biases, which has so far determined a failure to satisfac-
torily integrate non-trade values in the agreement.  

2. Searching for legitimacy: transparency in international law 

In the legal realm, transparency is commonly referred to as a «culture, condition, 
scheme or structure in which relevant [...] information is available»1. However, as mentioned 
above, transparency is not a self-standing concept, as its deontic meaning differs depending 
on the legal domains to which it is applied. From a constitutional law perspective, transpar-
ency is deeply connected with the birth of the public sphere, to be understood as a social 
realm, autonomous from the private one, exerting political functions since the liberal age, af-
ter the general diffusion of the freedom of the press and the publicity of parliamentary pro-
ceedings2. Closely connected with the public sphere is the theorization of government by 
discussion in the XIX century: the action of political power must be evaluated by its constitu-
ents through a process in which decisions are reached through a public discussion on the 
«comparative merits and demerits of the public trust»3. Transparency then becomes the 
means to affirm the general principles of political representation, connecting the accountabil-
ity of the governors to the general preferences of the people. 

Therefore, in the field of the internal relations of democratic state-polities, transparen-
cy is the “rule”, while confidentiality is the “exception”: information may be kept secret only 
when a state’s or society’s compelling interest is to be protected. The rule/exception relation 
is overturned in the field of States’ external action. Here, a high degree of transparency may 
be structurally in conflict with the confidentiality inherent to international treaties’ negotiations, 
whereby states’ strategic interests may be jeopardized by the spread of information. For the-
se reasons, «the world of international diplomacy and high politics has long been depicted as 
secretive and enigmatic, far removed from the public’s eye»4. As a consequence, while the 
internal political system of the democratic state-polity has been gradually dominated by Par-
liaments, situated at the core of the public sphere, the external domain of international rela-
tions has been historically governed by the executives, in charge of displaying the will of the 
state to the international community.  

“Publicity at home, confidentiality abroad”, seems to have been the adage, which de-
scribes the institutional arrangement of state-polities. However, the democratization process 
undergone by western states has gradually brought within the parliamentary orbit the out-

                                                

1  Anne Peters, ‘Towards transparency as a global norm’, in Andrea Bianchi and Anne Peters 
(eds), Transparency in International Law (CUP 2013), 534. 

2  Jürgen Habermas, Strukturwandel der Öffentlichkeit. Untersuchungen zu einer Kategorie der 
bürgerlichen Gesellschaft (original edition 1962, Italian edition Laterza 2006), 67 ff. 

3  James Madison, Selected Writings of James Madison (Hackett Publishing 2006), 263. 
4  Andrea Bianchi, ‘On power and illusion: the concept of transparency in international law’, in 

Andrea Bianchi and Anne Peters (eds), Transparency in International Law (CUP 2013), 3. 
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comes of the external state activity: many post-war European constitutions call for an inter-
vention of the Parliament after international negotiations, requiring an (ex ante) authorization 
for the ratification or an (ex post) approval for certain types of treaties5.  

This landscape has been further mitigated in the last century, through the process of 
globalization of international law. The traditional powers held by the State have been gradu-
ally delegated to international or supranational organizations, shaping a new form of global 
governance, which crosses national borders. Such a multilateral governance multiplies the 
centres of authority, establishing «network-type» institutions, making «governance less 
transparent than ever before»6. As State polities are no longer the only actors of the interna-
tional scenario, the traditional influence of parliamentary control in fact risks to be no longer 
guaranteed: the tight equilibrium between democratic transparency and administrative confi-
dentiality could be broken in favour of the latter.   

As a reaction to this process, the main actors of international law changed their ap-
proach to transparency, understood in the double meaning of access to information and par-
ticipatory rights in the deliberation process. Transparency is perceived as a general principle 
not only by some sectorial treaties such as the Fish Stock Agreement7 or the Aarhus Con-
vention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision making and Access to Jus-
tice in the Environmental Matters8, but also in the custom of global financial institutions. In 
2001 the Board of the IMF officially changed its policy on transparency, through the decision 
to publish specific categories of documents9. According to the IMF Executive Board, a great-
er transparency encourages  «more widespread analysis of the countries’ policies by the 
public», enhances «the accountability of policymakers and the credibility of policies» and 
promotes «consensus-building on domestic policy»10. A similar process has been followed by 
                                                

5  See e.g. art. 80 of the Italian Constitution or art. 53 of the French Constitution. 
6  Anne Peters, ‘Towards transparency as a global norm’, in Andrea Bianchi and Anne Peters 

(eds), Transparency in International Law (CUP 2013), 540. 
7  Stipulated in 1995. Art. 12(1)1 of the Agreement established that States «shall provide for 

transparency in the decision-making process and other activities of subregional and regional fisheries manage-
ment organizations and arrangement». The second part of art. 12 opens the participation, as observers at the 
meetings of subregional and regional fisheries management organizations and arrangements to representatives 
of other intergovernmental or non-governmental organizations. Such intergovernmental organizations and non-
governmental organizations «shall have timely access to the records and reports of such organizations and ar-
rangements, subject to the procedural rules on access to them». 

8  See Art. 3(7) of the Convention (1998), which provides for the State Parties «shall promote the 
application of the principles of this Convention in international environmental decision-making processes and 
within the framework of international organizations in matters relating to the environment». Art. 13 of the Basel 
Convention (1989) on transboundary movements of hazardous waste, which requires an annual report on all as-
pect of transboundary trade, and art. 15 of the 2001 Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants, 
which commits the parties to report on production, import and export of listed chemicals, go in the same direction. 
See Alan Boyle and Kasey McCall-Smith ‘Transparency in International Law Making’, in Andrea Bianchi and Anne 
Peters (eds), Transparency in International Law (CUP 2013), 419 and ff. 

9  Luis Hinojosa Martinez, ‘Transparency in international financial institutions’, in Andrea Bianchi 
and Anne Peters (eds), Transparency in International Law (CUP 2013), 79-80. 

10  See Annual Report of the Executive Board for the Financial Year Ended April 30, 2001, Ap-
pendix V, 148, at http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/ar/2001/eng/ accessed 23 January 2016. Since then, the IMF 
regulates its approach to transparency with ad hoc decision, which are periodically revisited in the light of the ex-
perience. See lastly the 2013 Review of the fund’s transparency policy — supplementary information and revised 
proposed decisions, at https://www.imf.org/external/np/pp/eng/2013/051413b.pdf> accessed 23 January 2016. 
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the World Bank, a financial institution traditionally characterized by deep opacity during its 
first forty years of activity and now numbered among the most transparent11: in 1993 the 
World Bank changed its disclosure policy adopting a general principle of openness, now ex-
plicitly stated by sec. 3 of the Policy on Access Information of 2015, which allows «access to 
any information in its possession that is not on a list of exception»12. This trend can be no-
ticed even in the WTO, another institution traditionally characterized by opacity both in the 
fields of the decision-making procedures and in the dispute settlement mechanism described 
in the Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU). While the former is still surrounded by a 
murky aura, the latter - notwithstanding the fact of being based on the principle of confidenti-
ality - moved towards a general improvement of its transparency, through the publication of 
the documents required in order to file a dispute and notices of appeal13. 

The reasons of this expansion of transparency can be found in the genetic mutation 
of international law, which is no longer the homeland of the States but is developing as a 
complex legal order populated by States, NGOs, international organizations, stakeholders 
and citizens. The new international order is therefore in search for new legitimacy criteria, 
since the indirect legitimacy coming from the executives, embodying the summit of the State 
administration, is no longer deemed sufficient. 

By promoting control and scrutiny of the international community, and public participa-
tion to the creation of international (hard and soft) rules14, transparency aims at fostering a 
broad and indirect democratic accountability, aspiring at making the global institutions re-
sponsive to the political feelings of their community.   

In the erection of the new global legal order, transparency contributes to shape a new 
democratic accountability, alternative to the classic nation-state accountability, funded on the 
electoral process and on political representation. Political representation, in particular, has 
historically represented one of the main channels of the integration process within constitu-
tional nation-polities, aimed at transforming the national society in a political community. Be-
hind the attempt to reach a high level of transparency one can therefore see global actors’ 
bid to convert international society in a highly integrated community bound by common pro-
cedural values (access to information and hence participation). 

3. Transparency and beyond:  EU external relations as a State-mimetism? 

The expansion of transparency is not limited to the international legal order. It also 
regards supranational polities, among which stems the European Union (EU). The EU is un-
                                                

11  Luis Hinojosa Martinez, ‘Transparency in international financial institutions’, in Andrea Bianchi 
and Anne Peters (eds), Transparency in International Law (CUP 2013), 93-94. 

12  See section 3 of the World Bank of Access to Information Decision of 1 July 2015. The same 
sanction numbers the exception which are excluded by the general principle.  

13  Panagiotis Delimatsis, ‘Institutional transparency in the WTO’, in Andrea Bianchi and Anne Pe-
ters (eds), Transparency in International Law (CUP 2013), 118. 

14  Anne Peters, ‘Towards transparency as a global norm’, in Andrea Bianchi and Anne Peters 
(eds), Transparency in International Law (CUP 2013) 563. 
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derstood here as a regulatory Statatenverbund, exerting the competences conferred by the 
Member states with the aim of fostering efficiency-oriented policies in the relevant areas15. 
Because of its multi-layered structure, the European Union is founded on different legitimacy 
criteria, partly descending from Member States and their constitutional traditions (art. 6 (3) 
TEU), partly funded directly on the values entrenched in the original treaties. Among the lat-
ter, a special role is played by transparency, becoming one of the criteria used to fill its well-
known democratic deficit16.  

Transparency appears in several provisions of EU primary and secondary law. EU 
primary law contains specific provisions related to transparency: art. 10(3) of the Treaty on 
the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) enshrines it as a general institutional princi-
ple, establishing that «[d]ecisions shall be taken as openly and as closely as possible to the 
citizen», while art. 11 TEU lays down the premises for a reflexive and open dialogue that EU 
institutions shall entertain with their constituencies17. The participatory and democratic mean-
ing of transparency is explicitly laid down by article 15(1) TFEU, which affirms that «the Un-
ion's institutions, bodies, offices and agencies shall conduct their work as openly as possi-
ble», «in order to promote good governance and ensure the participation of civil society». 
The general principle of transparency is declined as an individual right by art. 42 of the Euro-
pean  Charter of Fundamental Rights, which gives to «any citizen of the Union, and any natu-
ral or legal person residing or having its registered office in a Member State, […] a right to 
access to European Parliament, Council and Commission documents». 

Primary law provisions therefore consider transparency as a general rule of the EU 
legal system, downgrading confidentiality to an exception: this rule/exception relation is par-
tially confirmed by secondary law, which establishes the right of access to European docu-
ments as a matter of principle, then identifying the (broad) public and private interests which 
may ground European institutions’ refusal to grant access to documents18.  

This process towards more institutional openness is consistent with the emerging sta-
tus of transparency in the global order, as opening an alternative channel of democratic legit-
imacy to international and supranational organizations.  

Besides the general principle of transparency, the innovations brought by the Treaty 
of Lisbon concern also the EU external relations’ institutional framework. Here, the Treaty on 
the Functioning of European Union (TFEU) has traced a sort of nation-polity mimetism, ac-
knowledging the role played by the executive in international negotiations, on the one hand, 

                                                

15  Corrado Caruso and Marta Morvillo, Economic governance and budgetary rules in the Europe-
an context: a call for a new European constitutionalism (2014) 4 Dir Unione eur, 714.  

16  See Armin von Bogdandy, ‘Founding Principles’, in Armin von Bogdandy and Jürgen Bast 
(eds), Principles of European Constitutional Law (Hart Publishing, Verlag C.H. Beck 2010), 51. 

17  Art. 11 (2) of the Consolidated version of the Treaty on the European Union [2008] OJ C115/13 
obliges the institutions to «maintain an open, transparent and regular dialogue with representative association 
and civil society, while art. 11(3) specifically involves the European Commission in carrying out «broad consulta-
tions with parties concerned in order to ensure that the Union’s actions are coherent and transparent». 

18  Regulation (EC) No 1049/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council regarding public 
access to European Parliament, Council and Commission documents [EC Access to European Parliament, 
Council and Commission documents Regulation 2001] OJ L/145/43, art. 4.  
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and widening the role and powers of the European Parliament on the ratification and conclu-
sion of international treaties, on the other. Primary law thus envisages an institutional design 
which recalls the national archetypes, whit a clear-cut division of powers:  the Council and 
the Commission act respectively as the political and the technical executive, in charge of 
promoting the general interest of the Union in the realm of external relations, whereas the 
European Parliament exercises a scrutiny aimed at reconciling the executives’ action with the 
will of the European people.  

Not only does art. 218 TFEU broaden the cases where international treaties must be 
concluded with the explicit consent of the European Parliament (art. 218(6))19, but it also re-
affirms a general information rule: art. 218(10) states that the European Parliament «shall be 
immediately and fully informed at all stages of the procedure». This is a legally binding obli-
gation for the Commission and the Council to regularly keep Parliament informed on the on-
going negotiations regarding international treaties, from the decision to start the negotiations, 
to the determination of concluding the agreement. This obligation, explicitly specified by art. 
207(3) TFEU with regard to the negotiation processes carried out by the Commission in the 
common commercial policy area, covers all fields, including the areas where the EP shall not 
be involved or can express a simply non-binding advice. According to the Court of Justice of 
the European Union (CJEU), the information requirement has both control and participatory 
functions: it is an «essential procedural requirement», which ensures the «democratic scruti-
ny» of the European Union's external actions, verifying that the EP powers are respectedand 
which shapes the «fundamental democratic principle that the people should participate in the 
exercise of power though the intermediary of a representative assembly»20. 

Of course, the TFEU does not provide for the exact extension of the information re-
quirement, specifying which information can be given to the legislature without prejudice to 
the negotiation process.  However, the extension of this duty is specified by Regulation n. 
1049/2001 (Access Regulation), which establishes the general framework (including excep-
tions under art. 4) for public access to institutional documents in the EU, and lays down the 
procedures to be followed when handling of confidential information is implied (art. 9). Such 
framework is finally complemented by each institutions’ internal security rules21.  
                                                

19  Art. 286(6) of the Consolidated version of the Treaty on the functioning of the European Union 
OJ C326/47 lists three general areas which sketch a different role for the EP: in enumerated (but broad) cases 
(association agreements, agreement on Union accession to the European Convention for the Protection of Hu-
man Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, agreements establishing a specific institutional framework by organizing 
cooperation procedures, agreements with important budgetary implications for the Union, agreements covering 
fields to which either the ordinary legislative procedure applies, or the special legislative procedure where consent 
by the European Parliament is required), the consent of is required, whereas in all other potential cases just a 
mere consulting duty is demanded to the Council. The parliamentarian intervention is excluded in the agreements 
«relate exclusively to the common foreign and security policy». 

20  ECJ, European Parliament v. Council of the European Union, C-658/1, §§ 79-81, which applied 
art. 218(10) to the common foreign and security policies agreement, namely to the Agreement between the Euro-
pean Union and the Republic of Mauritius on the conditions of transfer of suspected pirates and associated sized 
properties from the EU-led naval force to the Republic of Mauritius and on the conditions of suspected pirates 
after transfer. 

21  For more detail on the EU legal framework on official secrets, see Deirdre Curtin, ‘Official Se-
crets and the Negotiation of International Agreements: is the EU Executive Unbound?’ (2013) 50 CMLR, 423. 
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The CJEU’s case-law has further specified the cases that may limit the access to in-
formation. In particular, in the “SWIFT case” the CJEU offered a strict interpretation of the 
«public interest in internal relations» requirement, enumerated - as an exception - by the Ac-
cess regulation. The decision, in fact, overturned the burden of proof, requiring the institution, 
which refuses the access, to justify concretely, in the light of the specific circumstances of the 
case, the reason of the denial. According to the CJEU, «the mere fact that a document con-
cerns an interest protected by an exception to the right of access (...) is not sufficient to justi-
fy application of that provision (…). Indeed, if the institution concerned decides to refuse ac-
cess to a document, which it has been asked to disclose, it must first explain how disclosure 
of that document could specifically and actually undermine the interest protected by the ex-
ception (...) upon which it is relying. In addition, the risk to the interest being undermined 
must be reasonably foreseeable and must not be purely hypothetical»22. 

Of course this statement does not imply a general downgrading of the need of confi-
dentiality attached to international negotiations carried out by the executives, but rather im-
poses a heavier burden in order to justify restrictions. In the contextual “ACTA case”, the 
CJEU dismissed the claim of the MEP In't Veld to see annulled the Commission refusal to 
grant access to the documents relating to the draft version of the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade 
Agreement (ACTA): the disclosure of the negotiating positions «could, in practice, have a 
negative effect on the negotiating position of the European Union». Unilateral disclosure by 
one negotiating party, in fact, «even if this appears anonymous at first sight, may be likely to 
seriously undermine, for the negotiating party whose position is made public and, moreover, 
for the other negotiating parties who are witnesses to that disclosure, the mutual trust essen-
tial to the effectiveness of those negotiations»23. 

One final aspect to consider concerns the procedures to be followed in the exchange 
confidential documents among EU institutions. The flow of information between Commission, 
Parliament and Council is currently governed by a set of three Inter-Institutional Agreements 
(IIAs), put in place on the grounds of art. 295 TFEU and of art. 9(7) of the Access Regula-
tion24. Exchanges of sensitive information between Council and EP are grounded on the 

                                                

22  Case C-350-12 Council v. In’t Veld, [2014], §§ 51, 52, which reaffirmed on appeal the previous 
C- 529/09. The case concerned the restrictions to ATD related to the decision of the EU Council to shield infor-
mation from the public about its negotiations with the US over al bank data-sharing pact: the applicant (a MEP) 
asked (and obtained) the annulment of the Council’s decision of 29 October 2009, refusing full access to docu-
ment 11897/09 containing an opinion of the Council’s Legal Service entitled ‘Recommendation from the Commis-
sion to the Council to authorize the opening of negotiations between the European Union and the United States of 
America for an international agreement to make available to the United States Treasury Department financial 
messaging data to prevent and combat terrorism and terrorist financing — Legal basis’. 

23  Case T-301/10, In’t Veld v. European Commission [2013], §§ 125-126. A similar reasoning has 
been followed also by the European Ombudsman in deciding a complaint concerning access to a broad range of 
TTIP documents. In particular, the European Ombudsman stated that the exception on international relations 
does not apply simply because the subject matter of a document “concerns” international relations. On the contra-
ry it is necessary to show that, «based on the content of a document, its disclosure would undermine the public 
interest as regards international relations» (§19) Case 119/2015/PHP (on which see also further, n 50). 

24  OJ L 145, 31.5.2001, pp. 43-48. Art. 9(7) of the Access Regulation provides that «The Com-
mission and the Council shall inform the European Parliament regarding sensitive documents in accordance with 
arrangements agreed between the institutions». For an overview of the normative framework governing access to 
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newly negotiated Inter-Institutional Agreement of 12 March 201425, concerning all areas ex-
cept foreign and defence policy, which fall within the reach of a different agreement26. A fur-
ther agreement is in place between Commission and EP, which has been re-negotiated after 
the Lisbon Treaty27. It is worth noting that the agreement with the Council is slightly more 
stringent in terms of securing confidentiality than the one with the Commission28. Finally, 
handling of sensitive information within the EP is regulated by Decision of the Bureau of the 
European Parliament of 6 June 2011, which closely resembles the arrangements in place 
within the Council29.   

Besides providing for slightly less strict MEPs access to confidential information (An-
nex II), the EP-Commission IIA also sets out more detailed provisions concerning parliamen-
tary involvement in international negotiations (Part. III, art. 23-24), which seem to go beyond 
a mere “informed consent” rule, towards an (indirect) influence of the EP on the negotiation 
process itself. According to such provisions, «Parliament shall be immediately and fully in-
formed at all stages of the negotiation and conclusion of international agreements, including 
the definition of negotiating directives», and given sufficient time to express its point of view. 
In particular, the Commission has to keep Parliament informed throughout the negotiation 
process (including preparatory stages and definition of negotiation directives) and to «take 
due account of Parliament’s comments throughout negotiations» (Annex III, para 3). Alt-
hough mutually agreed, it has to be kept in mind that the legal status of the IIA relegates 
them to a merely political level: belonging to «inter-institutional soft law»30, they do not have 
binding force and cannot be enforced against one of the parties in case of infringement.  

                                                                                                                                                   

institutional documents at EU level, see EP, Directorate General for External Policies, Comparative study on ac-
cess to documents (and confidentiality rules) in international trade negotiations, April 2015, pp.11-12.  

25  OJ C 95, [2014], 1–7.  
26  The IIA of 20 November 2002, between the European Parliament and the Council concerning 

access by the European Parliament to sensitive information of the Council in the field of security and defence 
policy, OJ C 298, 30.11.2002, p. 1-3. Such agreement has been criticised for having confirmed «an institutional 
asymmetry in favour of the Council, as Parliament did not achieve substantial rights with regard to its interpreta-
tion of Article 218(10) TFEU», European Parliament, Directorate General for External Policies, Comparative study 
on access to documents (and confidentiality rules) in international trade negotiations (Study, PE549.033, 2015) 
26.  

27  OJ L 304, [2010], 47-62, which replaced the previous agreement (OJ C 117E. [2006], 21-23). 
See in particular Annex II, concerning sensitive information, and Annex III, on international negotiations.  

28  An example of such difference is provided by the measures concerning the “secure reading 
rooms”, where classified documents can be consulted. While Commission’s documents can be examined in a 
reading room «without photocopying machines, telephones, fax facilities, scanners or any other technical equip-
ment for the reproduction and transmission of documents etc.» (para 3.2.3), and «other equivalent arrange-
ments» are nor precluded (para 3.2.4), MEPs consulting Council’s documents are not even allowed to take notes 
(art. 6.1 (c)(II)). 

29  OJ C 190, [2011], 2-15.  
30  Daniel Thym, ‘Parliamentary Involvement in European International Relations’ in Marise Cre-

mona and Bruno De Witte (eds), EU Foreign Renations Law: Constitutional Fundamentals (Hart 2008), 205-206.  
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4. TTIP negotiations: taking transparency seriously 

The European Parliament has proved not to be shy in fully exploiting the new powers 
resulting from the Lisbon Treaty in relation to international agreements31. In particular, par-
liamentary control has been constructed in a broad sense, building on a combined reading of 
art. 207(3) TFEU and 218(10) TFEU, on the one hand, and of art. 218(6)(a) TFEU32, on the 
other. As it will soon be illustrated, a close link has therefore been built between the require-
ment of «immediate and full information» on the negotiation process and the veto power, so 
that the latter has come to represent an effective threat in order to obtain more information 
from the Commission. 

The already mentioned cases of SWIFT and ACTA provide meaningful precedents in 
these respects: both agreements were vetoed by Parliament, which had seen itself excluded 
or marginalised from the negotiations for lack of information, justified by the Council and the 
Commission on the grounds of alleged confidentiality reasons. As to the former, the interim 
agreement concluded by the Council had not been made fully available to the EP until shortly 
ahead of the vote. Having criticised the Commission’s failure to provide adequate infor-
mation, Parliament claimed a breach of the principle of sincere cooperation between institu-
tions, set out in Article 13(2) TEU and, upon recommendation of the Committee on Civil Lib-
erties (LIBE), voted to reject the first version of the agreement on 10 February 201033. Simi-
larly, in July 2012, the EP denied its approval to the ACTA34: the widespread public concern 
generated by the content of the agreement, in particular in relation to civil liberties and data 
protection, combined with the inadequacy of the information provided to Parliament, notwith-
standing repeated calls in this sense35, led the EP to exercise once again its veto power36.  
                                                

31  Such a commitment is mirrored in the significantly increased Committee on International 
TradÈs (INTA) workload concerning international agreements: during the 2004-2009 legislative period it dealt with 
69 files (including non-binding reports and resolutions), while in the period 2009-2014 it dealt with 200. See Euro-
pean Parliament, Directorate General for External Policies, The role of the EP in shaping the EU’s trade policy 
after the entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon (In-depth analysis, PE 522.336, 2014) 6. 

32  See Deirdre Curtin, ‘Official Secrets and the Negotiation of International Agreements: is the EU 
Executive Unbound?’ (2013) 50 CMLR, 443-444.  

33  See Jörg Monar ‘The rejection of the EU-US SWIFT Interim Agreement by the European Par-
liament: A historic vote and its implications’ 15 EFA Rev (2010), 143. The new version of the SWIFT agreement 
was then approved by the EP in July 2010. 

34  The finalised text of the agreement (Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement between the Euro-
pean Union and its Member States, Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of Korea, the United Mexican States, 
the Kingdom of Morocco, New Zealand, the Republic od Singapore, the Swiss Confederation and the United 
States of America, Council doc. 12196/11 of 23 August 2011) is available at 
http://register.consilium.europa.eu/doc/srv?l=EN&f=ST%2012196%202011%20INIT accessed 23 January 2016. 

35  See European Parliament Resolution P6_TA(2008)0634 of 18 December 2008 on the impact 
of counterfeiting on international trade; European Parliament P6_TA(2009)0114 of 11 March 2009 Proposal for a 
regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council regarding public access to European Parliament, Coun-
cil and Commission documents (recast) (see in particular § 26: «The Commission should immediately make all 
documents related to the on-going international negotiations on the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) 
publicly available»). 

36  European Parliament, Resolution T7-0058/2010 of 10 March 2010 on the transparency and 
state of play of the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement ACTA negotiations [2010] OJ C 349E/46. On the EP’s 
rejection of ACTA see Duncan Matthews, ‘The rise and fall of the Anti-counterfeiting trade agreement (ACTA): 
lessons for the European Union, (2013) 6 International Review of Intellectual Property and Competition Law 626. 
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It is against this background that, in June 2013, the Council adopted the directives for 
the negotiation on the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership with the United 
States37. The Commission was hence conferred the mandate to engage in negotiations 
aimed at achieving a “deep and comprehensive free trade agreement”, as a part of the EU’s 
international trade strategy launched by the Commission in 200638. TTIP-like agreements are 
not unknown to the EU, several “new generation” Preferential Trade Agreements (PTA) hav-
ing been concluded since 200639. At the time of writing, the state of play does not allow mak-
ing predictions on the outcome of the negotiations. However, if successful, TTIP would be 
the most ambitious bilateral trade agreement of this kind so far negotiated by the European 
Union40. Although it can be expected that TTIP would under many respects resemble the re-
cently concluded Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) with Canada 
(which also includes an Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) mechanism), TTIP also 
presents some significant elements of novelty, which explain the interest negotiations have 
raised both within the EU and (even if to a lesser extent) the U.S. The agreement would in 
fact be structured according to three pillars: market access, which represents a more tradi-
tional aspect of free trade agreements (concerning the elimination of obstacles relating to 
tariffs, services, investment and procurement); regulatory cooperation, concerning not only 
the reduction of non-tariff barriers to trade (such as Sanitary and Phytosanitary measures 
and Technical Barriers to Trade), but also the development of common approach to regulato-
ry issues, structured in a long term perspective, so to make the TTIP a “living agreement” 
through the proposed establishment of a Joint Committee for regulatory cooperation and the 
adoption of a joint Annual Regulatory Cooperation Program; and rules, concerning the de-
velopment of common rules on globally relevant issues such as intellectual property, compe-
tition policy, energy and raw materials. TTIP’s novelty therefore does not only relate to the 
size of the contracting parties, but also to the reach of the agreement, which “purports to de-
velop a multilevel post-national marketplace which would deepen and prospectively institu-
tionalise EU-US relations in a range of fields”41. 
                                                                                                                                                   

The impact of these negative votes, and the underlying EP’s intention of being “taken seriously” in the post-Lisbon 
international negotiations framework, can be appreciated when considering that, before agreeing on the provi-
sional entry into force of the 2011 EU-Korea FTA agreement, Council and Commission asked the EP’s consent 
under art. 218 TFEU, although not formally required to do so.  

37  European Parliament resolution P7_TA(2012)0388 of 23 October 2012 on trade and economic 
relations with the United States (2012/2149(INI)) [2014] OJ C68 E/53. 

38  See Commission, ‘Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parlia-
ment, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions of 4 October 2006 Glob-
al Europe: Competing in the world’ COM(2006) 567 final. 

39  Namely, agreements have been concluded with Canada, South Korea, Singapore, Central 
America, Colombia and Peru. 

40  In these terms see Marise Cremona ‘Negotiating the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Part-
nership (TTIP)’ 52 (2015) CMLR 351. 

41  Marija Bartl and Elaine Fahey, ‘The Postnational Market Place? Negotiating the Transatlantic 
Trade and Investment Partnership’ in Elaine Fahey and Deirdre Curtin (eds) Transatlantic Community of Law: 
Interactions between the EU and US legal orders (CUP 2014), 210. See also Alberto Alemanno, ‘International 
Regulatory Cooperation and its discontents: What is really at stake in TTIP?’, (SIDIblog, 4 February 2015) 
<http://www.sidi-isil.org/sidiblog/?p=1303> accessed 23 January 2016; Joana Mendes, ‘Regulatory Cooperation 
under TTIP: Democracy on this Side of the BridgÈ (VerfBlog, 24 September 2015) 
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In October 2012, the EP approved a resolution endorsing what would have become 
the TTIP negotiations42. Although emphasizing that «the specific interests and sensitivities of 
both partners must be safeguarded in a balanced way» (§5), among which consumer, health 
and data protection, social rights and environmental sustainability, the EP expressed overall 
approval for the project of a comprehensive bilateral partnership with the United States, and 
manifested the intention of playing an active role in its making, affirming its commitment «to 
working closely with the Council, the Commission, the US Congress, the US Administration 
and the stakeholders» (§35). A second resolution followed in May 201343, further formalising 
the EP’s support for the agreement, while at the same time highlighting some critical areas: 
audio-visual and cultural services (§§10-11), intellectual property rights and geographical in-
dications (§12), personal data protection (§13), environment and labour protection (§16), 
GMOs, cloning and customer health, with express reference to the parties’ diverging views 
on the precautionary principle (§17). A final warning closed the May 2013 Resolution, where-
by the EP reminded the Commission «of its obligation to keep Parliament immediately and 
fully informed at all stages of the negotiations» (§23) and recalled that «its positions should 
[…] be duly taken into account at all stages» (§25), with a view to the final approval. Being 
the institution in charge of representing EU citizens, Parliament sees its institutional task as 
that of «facilitating inclusive and open discussions during the negotiation process» (§23), 
therefore ideally opening up the debate to those interests and views that might be excluded 
from the Commission’s epistemic and institutional background.  

The EP’s proactive attitude has resulted in a significant number of reports and stud-
ies, hearings and workshops44. Nevertheless, the first phase of the negotiation process 
(ranging from the 2013 resolution to the Commission’s communication in November 2014) 
appeared to be largely in line with the standards of international diplomacy, i.e. rather disap-
pointing from the point of view of transparency and access to information, both for EP and for 
the larger public. The (public) letter of the Chief EU negotiator Garcia Bercero to his U.S. 
counterpart Mullaney45 concerning the arrangements on TTIP negotiating documents, and 
                                                                                                                                                   

http://verfassungsblog.de/en/regulatory-cooperation-under-ttip-democracy-on-this-side-of-the-bridge/ accessed 23 
January 2016. 

42  European Parliament resolution of 23 October 2012 on trade and economic relations with the 
United States (2012/2149(INI)), P7_TA(2012)0388, OJ C68 E, 7.3.2014, pp. 53-60. 

43  European Parliament resolution of 23 May 2013 on EU trade and investment negotiations with 
the United States of America (2013/2558(RSP)), P7_TA(2013)0227.  

44  See for example: European Parliament, Directorate-general for external policies, The Transat-
lantic trade and investment partnership and the parliamentary dimension of regulatory cooperation (Study, PE 
433.847, 2014); Id., The role of the EP in shaping the EU’s trade policy after the entry into force of the Treaty of 
Lisbon (In-depth Analysis, PE 522.336, 2014); Id., Comparative study on access to documents (and confidentiali-
ty rules) in international trade negotiations (Study, PE 549.033, 2015); European Parliament, Directorate-general 
for internal policies, Legal implications of TTIP for the Acquis Communautaire in ENVI relevant Sectors (Study, 
PE 507.492, 2013); Id. ENVI Relevant Legislative Areas of the EU-US Trade and Investment Partnership Nego-
tiations (TTIP) (Study, PE 536.293, 2014); Id., TTIP Impacts on European Energy Markets and Manufacturing 
Industries (Study, PE 536.316, 2015). See also European Parliamentary Research Service, EU-US Transatlantic 
Trade and Investment Partnership – Detailed Appraisal of the European Commission’s Impact Assessment 
(Study, PE 528.798, 2014). 

45  Available at http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2013/july/tradoc_151621.pdf 5 July 2013, ac-
cessed 23 Janyary 2016. 
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the negotiation mandate issued by the Council (which, meaningfully, was itself classified as 
“EU/RESTRICTED” until November 2014), are exemplary in these respects. As to the for-
mer, it sets out that in principle «all documents related to the negotiation or development of 
the TTIP Agreement, including negotiating texts, proposals of each side, accompanying ex-
planatory material […] are provided and will be held in confidence», and «may be provided» 
only to institutional actors and to «persons outside these EU institutions who are entitled to 
be fully informed of the state of play of the negotiations». Only a brief and generic reference 
is made to the possibility of public access to «certain documents that will reflect exclusively 
the EU position on these negotiations» (§f). As to the latter, in the Mandate the Commission 
is committed to report regularly on the course of the negotiations to the Council’s Trade Poli-
cy Committee46, while no reference is made to public or parliamentary access to negotiation 
documents. In fact, until the end of 2014, only a restricted number of MEPs47 had access to 
the negotiation documents (included the “consolidated texts”, i.e. the documents combining 
the textual proposals of both parties)48, while the Commission regularly reported to the EP, 
mainly through the Committee on International Trade (INTA). 

Such a limited flow of information concerning the negotiations’ state of play alimented 
criticism (and scepticism) both on the institutional level, primarily from the European Om-
budsman49, and among the wider public50.  

These external pressures, combined with repeated calls for more transparency ad-
vanced by the EP itself, led the Council to finally disclose the mandate (which had already 

                                                

46  §44, Council of the European Union, Directives for the negotiation on the Transatlantic Trade 
and Investment Partnership between the European Union and the United States of America, 17 June 2013, pub-
lished on 9 October 2014 and available at http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-11103-2013-DCL-
1/en/pdf accessed 23 January 2016.  

47  In particular, the Chair, vice-Chair and Coordinators of the Political Groups of the EP Commit-
tee on International Trade (INTA). 

48 It should be kept in mind that “a consolidated text is not a negotiated outcome. A consolidated text 
simply arranges in a systematic way the negotiating positions of both Parties under each topic” (Alan Matthews, 
‘Food Safety Regulation in TTIP:Much ado about nothing?’, 7(2) EJRR 2015, 256, 257. 

49  The European Ombudsman has been involved in the transparency debate concerning TTIP 
negotiations through two different channels: the own-initiative inquiry opened in July 2014 (OI/10/2014/RA), which 
also included a public consultation launched in September 2014, and resulted in a Final Report (TTIP – Transpa-
rency and public participation, December 2014) and in a tight dialogue with the Commission, to whom specific 
recommendations have been addressed (see in particular the letters sent from the Ombudsman O’Reilly to the 
Commission and the Council in July 2014, urging the publication of more TTIP-related information; the further 
recommendations listed in the decision closing the own-initiative inquiry, and the Comments of the Commission 
on the European Ombudsman’s own-initiative inquiry). Secondly, the European Ombudsman decided on a com-
plaint filed by several organizations concerning the Commission’s denial of access to documents (Case 
119/2015/PHP), finding that there had been no maladministration on the side of the Commission. The denial was 
in fact sufficiently justified on the grounds that «during the inspection of the Commission’s file in the case of TTIP, 
the Ombudsman found that the requested documents had been drawn up for internal use, with a view to prepa-
ring the negotiations» (§22). The Commission «did not rely merely on the applicable exceptions but referred to 
the risks being reasonably foreseeable and not purely hypothetical» (§23), having previously undertaken a docu-
ment-by-document assessment (§24). 

50  See in particular the “STOP TTIP” citizens’ initiative presented to the Commission. The regis-
tration of the initiative was rejected by the Commission on 10 September 2014, for falling outside the grounds 
established by Regulation No. 211/2011: citizens’ initiatives are admitted only in relation to the Commission’s 
powers to submit a proposal for a legal act of the Union for the purpose of implementing the Treaties. 
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leaked and was available online)51 and the Commission to a turning point, probably with a 
view to avoiding an ACTA-like scenario. With a November 2014 Communication52, Trade 
Commissioner Malmström launched a whole “transparency strategy”, aimed at helping «to 
ensure greater access to trade documents by the general public and the European Parlia-
ment, and legitimacy to EU trade policy at large». The Commission’s main initiatives con-
cerned both a widening of EP’s access to documents (included EU/RESTRICTED docu-
ments, made accessible to all MEPs through “secure reading rooms”, located both in the 
EP’s and in the Commission’s premises)53 and the wider public (through the publication of 
the formal EU negotiating proposals – except for proposals on the first part of the agreement 
– a more regular and detailed reporting of each negotiating round and in general a closer en-
gagement with the public). Furthermore, a review of the classification of TTIP related infor-
mation is envisaged, in order to reconsider the actual level of confidentiality needed.  

Although some room for improvement remains, especially as to the extension of ac-
cess to the “consolidated texts” and to the rules governing the “secure reading rooms”54, sig-
nificant progress has been made so far, and the Commission’s initiative has been widely ap-
preciated. Following the implementation of the package55, the arrangements currently in 
place allowed to achieve a «degree of transparency on the EU’s negotiating position 
[…] remarkable if compared with past practice»56. Besides “official” transparency, a long se-
ries of leaks has further contributed to enhancing public access to negotiations documents. 
In particular, the release by Greenpeace Netherlands of EU-US consolidated texts in May 
2016 has for the first time allowed public opinion’s access to the US negotiating positions57, 

                                                

51  Council of the European Union Press release ST 14095/14 PRESSE 507 of 9 October 2014, 
TTIP negotiating mandate made public [2014] referring the President of the Council Carlo Calenda’s words, ac-
cording to whom «the declassification of the negotiating mandate is an important step towards ensuring the 
transparency of negotiations with the US. This can only strengthen arguments in support of the conclusion of the 
TTIP agreement». 

52  Commission, Communication to the Commission concerning transparency in TTIP negotiations 
C(2014) 9052 final.  

53  For the detailed arrangements on MEPs access to documents, before and after the Commis-
sion’s communication, see European Parliament, European Parliament, Directorate General for External Policies, 
Comparative study, 32-33. 

54  See European Parliament Resolution P8_TA-PROV(2015)0252 of 8 July 2015 containing the 
European Parliament’s recommendations to the European Commission on the negotiations for the Transatlantic 
Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) (2014/2228(INI)) the July 2015 EP Resolution under (e).  

55  An updated (20 March 2015) list of the documents shared with the Council and the European 
Parliament by the Commission is available at: 
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2015/march/tradoc_153263.pdf accessed 23 January 2016. 

56  Marise Cremona ‘Negotiating the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)’ 52 
(2015) CMLR 351, 353; see also Elaine Fahey, ‘The TTIP Negotiations Innovations: On Legal Reasons for 
Cheer’, 24 August 2016, http://verfassungsblog.de/the-ttip-negotiations-innovations-on-legal-reasons-for-cheer/, 
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.17176/20160824-131536. For an overview of public and parliamentary access to docu-
ments in TTIP negotiations, see: https://epthinktank.eu/2016/07/15/eu-us-negotiations-on-ttip-state-of-play/ttip-
negotiating-documents-and-access/ 

57 On “TTIP-leaks” and the informational asymmetries between the EU and US negotiating positions, see 
Alberto Alemanno, ‘What the TTIP Leaks Mean for the On-going Negotiations and future Agreement? Time to 
Overcome TTIP’s many Informational Asymmetries’, 7(2) EJRR 2016, 237-241. 
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which had so far remained covered by the much less transparency-sensitive approach of the 
US administration58.  

5. The European Parliament, from transparency to accountability? 

The future of TTIP negotiations is currently hardly predictable: with common positions 
reached on a minority of issues after 15 negotiation rounds, the European public opinion re-
maining largely sceptical, and so several Member States, among which France and Germa-
ny, and Donald Trump’s neo-protectionist agenda as US president-elect are all factors which 
may hamper any optimism as to the agreement’s conclusion. Whatever its fate may be, the 
unprecedented degree of transparency reached during the negotiations represents an im-
portant precedent, and its impact deserves to be considered: in particular, has transparency 
been able to trigger more political accountability at EU level, and therefore to enable the Eu-
ropean Parliament to effectively confront the Commission with the concerns of the EU citi-
zens it represents? It is possible to attempt a first assessment, starting from the third EP res-
olution adopted in July 201559 and from the EP Committees’ opinions forming its background. 

The Committees highlighted a variety of problematic aspects, including several non-
negotiable grounds. Their criticisms focused in particular on data protection60, labour61 and 
environmental standards62, cultural services63, ISDS mechanism64 and regulatory sovereign-
ty65. However, when comparing the background opinions with the draft resolution presented 
by the INTA Committee and with the final text approved by the plenary, the latter appears as 
a nuanced synthesis, where many of these non-negotiable grounds seem to have been sig-
nificantly mitigated, or to have been dropped in the process. Different levels of assertiveness 
can be detected in the EP 2015 resolution, ranging from a threat of using the veto power 
provided for in art. 218(6) TFEU, to a mere awareness of the presence of controversial as-
pects. The only aspect on which the EP expressly envisages the possibility of a veto is data 
                                                

58  In particular, the US Government grants access to all negotiation documents, included the 
consolidated texts, to all members of Congress, however, the flow of information towards the wider public is much 
more limited. What remains in a sort of blind spot (not only for the public at large, but also for EU institutions), 
concerns especially the US negotiators’ initial positions.  

59  The resolution, based on a report drafted by INTA and incorporating the opinions of other 14 
Committees, has been itself source of controversy within Parliament: due to the high number of amendments pre-
sented, the voting was postponed. 

60  See §1(b) of the Opinion of the Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs, 
AD\1056815EN.doc, 2015. 

61  See §1(VIII) of the Opinion of the Committee on Employment and Social Affairs, 
AD\1054474EN.doc, 2015, according to which the Commission is recommended «to reject any agreement that 
might pose a threat to labour standards in Europe and lead to social dumping».  

62  See §8 and §§15-16 of the Opinion of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and 
Food Safety, AD\1057731EN.doc, 2015. 

63  See §1(b) and (g) of the Opinion of the Committee on Culture and Education, 
AD\1057934EN.doc, 2015. 

64  See §1(VI) and (VII) of the Opinion of the Committee on Constitutional Affairs, 
AD\1057859EN.doc, 2015, and §17 the Opinion of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food 
Safety (n 60 above). 

65  See §1(II) of the Opinion of the Committee on Constitutional Affairs (n 62 above). 
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protection: «the consent of the European Parliament to the final TTIP agreement could be 
endangered as long as the US blanket mass surveillance activities are not completely aban-
doned and an adequate solution is found for the data privacy rights of EU citizens»66. The US 
NSA surveillance scandal and the precedent of ACTA can provide an explanation for such a 
drastic attitude. Other issues are instead considered non-negotiable (i.e. that should be ex-
cluded from the agreement), the EP recommending that the Commission should not seek an 
agreement on matters on which US and EU adopt “very different rules” such as GMOs, the 
use of hormones in farming, public healthcare services67. Finally, several other elements of 
“concern”, relating to the promotion of non-economic and non-trade values are mentioned 
throughout the resolution, included the need to secure high standards for consumer, envi-
ronment, labour and health protection and the necessity of ensuring the democratic tenability 
of future regulatory cooperation arrangements68, although they remain at a rather general 
level.  

As a preliminary assessment, it can therefore be highlighted that Parliament’s voice, 
which has been loud (and successful) when asking for wider access to documents, is some-
how less assertive when it comes to the agreement’s content, being able to open substantial 
issues to problematisation and politicisation only to a limited extent. A possible explanation 
for this attitude could be found in the circumstance that, as outlined above, the EP only has 
the power to ratify the entire text of the agreement, in a take-it-or-leave-it fashion, but cannot 
vote on single provisions, thus being able to influence only limitedly the substance of negotia-
tions on specific issues. However, when reading the resolution in the context of the EU insti-
tutional balances, it is possible to put forward another explanation, highlighting the fact that 
the EP seems to have developed what has been defined as a “functionalist self-
understanding”69. Although designed as an eminently political institution within the Union’s 
framework, the EP’s space for political action is ‘technically’ shaped by the Commission - 
where technical reads as functionally oriented towards market values. Overall, political pro-
cesses taking place within the EP appear to be largely flattened on the Commission’s posi-
tions, and TTIP is no exception: the EP fundamentally shares the Commission’s views on 
TTIP’s pros and cons and is therefore not able to voice fully the dissenting opinions ex-
pressed by wide sectors of the European society.  

The case of the much contested ISDS mechanism is exemplary of this cautious atti-
tude. This would have consisted entrusting to arbitral tribunals the settlement of the disputes 
                                                

66  European Parliament Resolution P8_TA-PROV(2015)0252, n 53 above, §(b) XIII.  
67  Ibid. §(c)(III.  
68  See the EP July 2015 resolution (above n 53), §(c)(ix) on regulatory cooperation and its com-

patibility with the Treaties and with democratic principles, or §(b)(XIX), with regard to the cultural sector, where 
the Commission is invited to specify that nothing in the agreement shall affect the ability of the EU or EU Member 
States to subsidise and provide financial support to cultural industries and cultural, educational, audiovisual and 
press services) 

69  Marija Bartl, ‘Internal Market Rationality, Private Law and the Direction of the Union: Resusci-
tating the Market as the Object of the Political’ (2015) 5 ELJ 572, 577. According to the Author, this amounts to 
the fact that institutions “apprehend their role less as that of directing the development of the polity by construct-
ing and contesting goals and objectives, and more as supervising the effectiveness of proposed laws and poli-
cies, or arbitrating between various interests within the framework of a proposal”.  
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arising between investors and Member States. Although common in international trade 
agreements, such mechanism attracted heavy criticisms concerning potential conflicts of in-
terest arising between arbiters and non-state parties of the dispute (i.e. corporations), the 
protection of States’ right to regulate, and the private (and scarcely transparent) nature of the 
proceedings70. Having launched in March 2014 a public consultation on investment protec-
tion and ISDS, in reply to the «vigorous public debate» it generated among EU citizens, the 
Commission received nearly 150.000 replies, largely opposing the proposed investment pro-
tection mechanism71. Building on the outcome of the consultation, and on the perplexities 
expressed by several Member States72, in May 2015 Trade Commissioner Malmström pre-
sented a concept paper «to serve as a basis for discussion with the European Parliament 
[and] the Council», addressing the discontent emerged from the consultation and suggesting 
that the arbitral system could be transformed in «one which functions more like traditional 
court systems» 73. When the June 2015 INTA Report, forming the background of the EP’s 
Resolution, was presented, recommending the replacement of the ISDS mechanism with a 
more publicly shaped mechanism, the striking out of the arbitral system from EU negotiating 
positions was therefore already a tangible possibility. However, the repeal of ISDS has been 
one of the most controversial aspects emerged during the approval of the July 2015 resolu-
tion, to the point of leading to a postponement of the final vote due to the high number of 
amendments presented74 and leading to a much more nuanced result if compared with texts 
of several Committees’ opinions75. Finally, the Commission approved a proposal for a new 
investment protection system (the Investment Court System, providing for two instances, 
composed by highly qualified judges and formally guaranteeing States’ discretionary space 
on regulatory and policy matters), having taken on board the input received from the «Euro-
pean Parliament, Member States, national parliaments and stakeholders through the public 

                                                

70 See J. Weiler, ‘European Hypocrisy: TTIP and ISDS’, EJIL:Talk! 
(http://www.ejiltalk.org/european-hypocrisy-ttip-and-isds/), speaking of a NIMB syndrome in international econom-
ic law: no european criticisms has ever been proposed with regard to the dispute settlement mechanisms institu-
tionalized by bilateral agreement between european stakeholders and developing countries.  

71  See Commission, Commission Staff Working Document, Report, Online public consultation on 
investment protection and investor-to-state dispute settlement (ISDS) in the Transatlantic Trade and Investment 
Partnership Agreement (TTIP), SWD(2015) 3 final. On the impact of the public consultation, see Stephan W. 
Schill ‘Editorial: Five Times Transparency in International Investment Law’ (2014) 15 The Journal of World In-
vestment and Trade 363, 367. 

72  Although included in the mandate (§22, depending on “whether a satisfactory solution […] is 
achieved”), the establishment of ISDS has been opposed by several national governments and parliaments 
(among which Germany, France, Austria and the Netherlands). 

73  Commission, Concept paper, Investment in TTIP and beyond – the path for reform 4. Available 
at <http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2015/may/tradoc_153408.PDF> accessed 23 January 2016. 

74  As reported by Daniela Vincenti, ‘Parliament’s TTIP vote cleared by S&D, with a new ISDS’ 
(EurActiv.com, 1 July 2015) http://www.euractiv.com/sections/trade-society/parliaments-ttip-vote-cleared-sd-new-
isds-315912 accessed 23 January 2016. 

75  §1.f of the Opinion of the Committee on Legal Affairs, where the Commission is called upon «to 
oppose the inclusion of an ISDS mechanism in the TTIP, given the developed legal systems of the EU and US 
and the fact that a state-to-state dispute settlement system and the use of national legal and judicial systems are 
the most appropriate tools to address investment disputes», and, similarly, §VI of the Opinion of the Committee 
on Constitutional Affairs. 
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consultation held on ISDS»76. What seems at present to be one of the main “success stories” 
of the democratic pressures on the negotiation process, therefore appears to be only partly 
due to EP’s action, the politicization of TTIP’s investment protection chapter having rather 
resulted from the joint efforts of civil society and Member States.  

6. The composite picture of National Parliaments’ oversight  

The EU accountability circuit, which is developing between the EP and the Commis-
sion, is not the only one to be affected by TTIP-related controversies. In fact, due to the trea-
ty’s comprehensive nature, involving both Union’s exclusive competences and competences 
which are shared with the Member States (transports, services, investor protection), National 
Parliaments have predictably been claiming to participate to the ratification process. In par-
ticular, National Parliaments have pushed for TTIP to be qualified as a “mixed treaty”, requir-
ing the approval of each of the Member States’ Parliaments, besides the EP’s. A joint initia-
tive of several National Parliaments has resulted in a letter asking the former European 
Commissioner for Trade De Gucht «to consider comprehensive trade agreements such as 
TTIP and CETA as mixed agreements»77, thus asserting their willingness to scrutinize the 
content of the agreement before its entrance into force (although after the conclusion of the 
negotiation process).  

It is worth noting that, notwithstanding the rationalising effort made by the European 
Court of Justice, the practice of EU external relations shows that the decision about the 
“mixed” nature of a treaty implies assessments which are political in nature, and thus bar-
gaining between EU institutions and Member States. The CJEU has in fact developed the 
«essential object» test, with the aim of reducing Member States’ influence on the ratification 
process. According to such test, clauses concerning specific matters cannot alter the charac-
terization of the agreement, «which must be determined having regard to its essential object 

                                                

76  Commission, Press release, Commission proposes new Investment Court System for TTIP and 
other EU trade and investment negotiations, 16 September 2015, IP/15/5651, available at 
<http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-15-5651_en.htm> accessed 23 January 2016, and the text of the EU 
proposal on Investment Protection and Resolution of Investment Disputes, made public on 12 November 2015 
and available at <http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2015/november/tradoc_153955.pdf > accessed 23 Janu-
ary 2016.  

77  Letter in the framework of the political dialogue: the role of national parliaments in free trade 
agreements, 25 June 2014, available at 
<http://www.ttip2014.eu/files/content/docs/Full%20documents/Letter_to_Mr_De_Gucht_-
_role_of_national_parliaments_in_free_trade_agree..._181-238913.pdf> accessed 23 January 2016. The letter 
has been signed by the Chairs of the European Union Affairs Committees of 20 Chambers across Europe. The 
Commission’s reply states that «the nature of these agreements [CETA and TTIP] can only be fully determined at 
the end of the negotiations», recognising however that «it is likely that TTIP will also be considered by the Council 
as a mixed agreement» emphasizes that, notwithstanding the nature of the agreement, «National Parliaments 
have […] several opportunities throughout this process to exercise their oversight over such negotiations» and 
welcomes debates aimed at «explaining to constituents implications of such trade agreements».  
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and not in terms of individual clauses»78, unless such clauses are so far-reaching that they 
can be envisaged as pursuing distinct objectives.  However, the political character of the 
“mixed treaty” qualification clearly emerges from the case-by-case approach followed by both 
European institutions and Member States79, whereby State-by-State ratification is invoked 
whenever Member States perceive that the content of the agreement may affect national 
competences.  

Although it is highly likely that TTIP will be qualified as mixed, this will only be decided 
at the end of the negotiations, depending on the final text of the agreement. In the meantime, 
several parliaments have already started to show interest in the negotiations.  

When assessing the role they have played so far in the respective national contexts, 
some background elements need to be kept in mind. In fact, while the EU institutional struc-
ture is still adjusting to the post-Lisbon innovations concerning international treaty making, 
Member States’ external action moves within a more structured framework, rooted in the his-
torical assumption according to which «foreign policy was one of the strongholds of royal 
powers, which often seemed to be beyond the reach of democratically elected parliamentari-
ans»80, as already discussed above.  

An overview of National Parliaments’ approaches to TTIP negotiations is provided by 
the 23rd Bi-annual Report of the Conference of Parliamentary Committees for Union Affairs of 
Parliaments of the European Union (COSAC)81, which surveyed the activity of 38 European 
Parliaments/Chambers in relation to TTIP. To begin with, the Report highlights that parlia-
mentary access to documents and activism aimed at influencing executives’ positions in the 
Council (and hence the directives to the Commission, according to art. 218(2) and (4) 
TFEU)82, varies significantly. As to the former, the «overwhelming majority» of the respond-
ing Parliaments (32 out of 37) stated that they «received information on the on-going EU 
trade and investment negotiations processes from their respective Governments», either up-
on request or within the existing framework of exchange of documents between Assemblies 
and Governments83. However, the level of detail of the information received is all but uniform, 
as some Parliaments only receive general information from their governments, while others 
enjoy direct access to some of the EU negotiation documents. National parliaments therefore 
                                                

78 Case C-268/94, Portugal v. Council [1996], para 39. See also Alessandra Lang, ‘Il Tttip nel 
quadro della politica commerciale commune dell’Unione europea’, in Paola Bilancia (ed.), ‘I negoziati per il parte-
nariato transatlantico sul commercio e gli investimenti’, (Cedam 2015), 135 and ff.. 

79  See the examples quoted in Pieter J. Kuijper, Jan Wouters, Frank Hoffmeister, Geert De Bae-
re, Thomas Ramopoulos, The Law of EU External Relations. Cases, Materials and Commentary on the EU as an 
International Legal Actor (1st edn, OUP 2013) 105.  

80  Daniel Thym, ‘Parliamentary Involvement in European International Relations’ in Marise Cre-
mona and Bruno De Witte (eds), EU Foreign Renations Law: Constitutional Fundamentals (Hart 2008), 201. 

81  COSAC Secretariat, Twenty-third Bi-annual report: Developments in European Union Proce-
dures and Practices Relevant to Parliamentary Scrutiny, available at <http://www.cosac.eu/53-latvia-
2015/plenary-meeting-of-the-liii-cosac-31-may-2-june-2015/> accessed 23 January 2016.  

82  A further element that can be highlighted in relation to National Parliaments’ participation to the 
shaping of the Commission’s negotiating positions concerns the public consultation launched by the Commission 
on the ISDS, which was rather limited, since only the French Assemblée national and the Irish Houses of the Oi-
reachtas participated (COSAC Report, n 77 above, 51). 

83  According to the COSAC Report (n 77 above), 53-54.  
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generally welcomed the EP’s claims for wider access to information, calling for further steps 
from the Commission and from national executives in that sense. As to parliamentary activi-
ties related to TTIP, the Report shows that, besides the abovementioned letter sent to the 
Trade Commissioner, negotiations have triggered a significant degree of parliamentary in-
volvement, both under the information and control functions and with regard to the political 
steering of governments. As to the former, several reports and studies have been published 
and discussed84, ranging from the detailed assessments carried out by the United Kingdom 
House of Lords European Union Committee85, to the more generally framed explanatory 
notes of the Italian Senato86. Members of the executive87, EU officials88, stakeholders and 
experts89 have been heard by standing committees and by plenaries. However, as of today, 
no independent impact assessments have been carried out by National Parliaments.  

                                                

84  For an overview of the issues discussed see Ibid, 47. 
85  European Union Committee, 14th Report of Session 2013-14, The Transatlantic Trade and In-

vestment Partnership, HL Paper 179, May 2014; see also Business, Innovation and Skills Committee, Transat-
lantic Trade and Investment Partnership, Eleventh Report of Session 2014-2015, HC 804, 25 March 2015; House 
of Commons Library, Briefing paper, The Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership, n. 06688, 6 July 2015. 
Finally, the House of Commons Environmental Audit Committee published a Report on the environmental impact 
of TTIP, Ninth Report of Session 2014–15, Environmental risks of the Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment Part-
nership, HC857. As to the debates, see in particular Backbench business debate, 25 February 2014 cc186-234; 
Backbench business debate, 15 January 2015 cc1086-1118; Adjournment debate (TTIP and the poultry industry) 
20 January  2015 cc188-96; House of Lords European Union CommitteÈs  report debated in the House of Lords 
on 17 June 2014. 

86  Servizio affari inernazionali, Scheda di lettura n. 129, Il Parternatiato trans-atlantico per gli 
scambi e gli investimenti (TTIP); Servizio affari inernazionali, Scheda di lettura n. 133, Il Parternatiato trans-
atlantico per gli scambi e gli intestimenti (TTIP) (aggiornamento); Servizio studi del Senato, Note su atti 
dell’Unione europea, nota n. 6, Il Parternariato trans-atlantico per gli scambi e gli investimenti (TTIP). But see also 
Camera dei Deputati, Servizio studi, Dossier n. 187, Gli sviluppi dei negoziati sul Partenrariato transatlantico 
(TTIP), 29 July 2015. 

87  For example, both the Italian SenatÈs Agriculture Committee has heard the Minister for Agri-
culture, focusing mainly on issues related to sanitary and phytosanitary measures, geographical indications and 
certifications AS n. 440. The hearing took place in November 2014, the minutes are available at 
http://www.senato.it/service/PDF/PDFServer/DF/309974.pdf accessed 23 January 2016. In October 20141 also 
the Italian Chamber of Deputes’ Agriculture Committee has carried out a cognitive survey concerning the impact 
of TTIP on the Italian agro-industrial sector. The reports of the hearing are available at the webpage: 
http://www.camera.it/leg17/1135?id_commissione=&shadow_organo_parlamentare=&sezione=commissioni&tipo
Doc=elencoResoconti&idLegislatura=17&tipoElenco=indaginiConoscitiveCronologico&calendario=false&breve=c
13_investimenti&scheda=true accessed 23 January 2016. In June 2016, the Minister for Economic Development 
has also reported to the plenary on the state of play; the Minister’s note is available at the webpage: 
http://www.sviluppoeconomico.gov.it/images/stories/documenti/TTIP_giugno2016.pdf. The House of Commons 
European Scrutiny Committee questioned Lord Livingston, the Minister of State for Trade and Investment, on 
TTIP, on 11 June 2014. Lord Livingston appeared before the Committee again on 26 February 2015. 

88  Trade Commissioner Malmström herself has so far appeared in front of 15 national Chambers, 
included the Italian Camera dei Deputati (26 November 2015) and the Committee of Economic Affairs and Energy 
of the German Bundestag (14 January 2016). 

89  Experts and stakeholders include, among others, representatives from Slow Food and Fair-
watch and the president of the Institute for International Economic Cooperation (Istituto per la cooperazione eco-
nomica internazionale – ICEI) (Italian Camera dei Deputati), international law professors (German Bundestag), 
representatives from the British Chambers of Commerce and the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators (UK House of 
Lords). 
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In some cases, parliamentary activity has also resulted in the approval of motions and 
resolutions aimed at steering the government’s action. In particular, the French Senat90 and 
the German Bundesrat91 have expressed their opposition to the inclusion of ISDS in the 
agreement and have claimed for more transparency from both the Commission and the ex-
ecutive (and in particular to have direct access to negotiation documents); the Italian Camera 
dei Deputati, although not requesting direct access to documents, has approved several mo-
tions, asking the government to report regularly on the advancements in the negotiations, to 
secure a reasonable compromise on ISDS (thus not opposing it) and to protect national in-
terests with regard to food standards and certifications of origin92. Although meaningful, the-
se cases represent exceptions rather than rules, since the vast majority of the European 
Chambers has performed only a control function, without adopting political steering acts. 

Several asymmetries therefore emerge when widening the perspective from the Eu-
ropean to the national accountability circuit: on the one hand, the degree of transparency 
achieved at European level is not equalled at national level, whereby external action rests on 
more consolidated (and traditional) institutional practices, favouring confidentiality in negotia-
tions over transparency; on the other hand, a further asymmetry can be detected between 
the National Parliaments of the different Member States, both with regard to the level of ac-
cess to documents and to the type and degree of parliamentary activity related to TTIP (and 
therefore on the influence exerted on the respective executives’ positions in the Council). In 
an attempt to improve national representatives’ awareness of the negotiations process and 
contents, more “secure reading rooms” have been set up across Europe, so to enable na-
tional MPs’ access to consolidated texts (but not to the US documents)93. Finally, the per-
haps most interesting element emerging from the above relates to the role of national execu-
tives: as the House of Lords’ report noted, «in so far as a public debate on TTIP exists, EU 
member states are losing it […]. Proponents [i.e. national executives in the Council] have yet 
to articulate the purpose or possible gains from TTIP in a compelling way, or to offer convinc-
ing responses to legitimate concerns. This task cannot be left to the European Commission 
alone»94. It is in fact interesting to consider that both at national level and in the Council, na-

                                                

90 Resolution n. 57 of 3 February 2015, sur le règlement des différends entre investisseurs et 
États dans les projets d’accords commerciaux entre l’Union européenne, le Canada et les États-Unis. It is worth 
noting that already in June 2013 the Senat had approved a resolution (n. 164) asking the Government to provide 
an impact assessment (which as of today has not yet been provided), qui lui permettrait d’apprécier, par secteur 
d’activité, les effets pour la France de différents scénarios de négociation du partenariat transatlantique. 

91  Decision 295/14, of 11 July 2014, anlässlich des öffentlichen Konsultationsverfahrens der Eu-
ropäischen Kommission über die Modalitäten eines Investitionsschutzabkommens mit Investor- Staat-
Schiedsgerichtsverfahren im Rahmen der Verhandlungen über eine Transatlantische Handels- und Investi-
tionspartner- schaft zwischen der EU und den USA. See also the Bundersat’s previous Decision, 464/13, of 7 
June 2013. Similarly, see also the motion approved by the Dutch Tweede Kamer (21501-02-1436, of 19 Novem-
ber 2014). 

92  See motions nn. 1-00490, 1-00630, 1-00631, 1-00632, 1-00635, n. 1-00638, 1-00669, of 20 
October 2014 and 17 November 2014.  

93 For the state of play as to national MPs access to TTIP negotiating documents see: 
https://epthinktank.eu/2016/07/15/eu-us-negotiations-on-ttip-state-of-play/ttip-reading-rooms-in-eu-member-
states/. 

94 House of Lords Report, n 85 above, §§209-210.  
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tional executives have not been as sensitive as the Commission to the calls for more trans-
parency (as the belated disclosure of the mandate shows). The “compensatory” function of 
transparency, seeking to convey an alternative legitimacy to decision-making, where “hard” 
political legitimacy is weaker, might represent a convincing explanation for the different atti-
tudes adopted in these respects by the EU’s technical and political executives. 

7. Transparency without politics? 

In the preceding sections we have sought to read the TTIP negotiations’ complex le-
gal scenario from the perspective of transparency, focusing on its potential as an “accounta-
bility facilitator” in relation to parliamentary oversight: in particular, we have considered the 
degree of parliamentary access to TTIP negotiating documents achieved at both EU and 
Member States level, and the degree of parliamentary involvement in the negotiation pro-
cess. In spite of the mainstream feeling, which depicts TTIP negotiations as a dark and 
opaque process, hidden to the European people95, what seems to emerge is that the debate 
around the agreement has been more transparent than the average of international trade 
(and non-trade) negotiations. Such a high degree of transparency has been achieved thanks 
to the pressure of the European Parliament and, although to a minor extent, by national Par-
liaments, and to the openness strategy adopted by the European Commission.  

However, the picture emerging from the previous sections is characterised by several 
tensions. To begin with, a deep asymmetry between European and Member State level 
needs to be highlighted. As to the former, the new duties of information provided for by the 
TFEU have provided the legal background on which the EP has built its “transparency cam-
paign”; such duties seem to have no precedent or equivalent within the national legal sys-
tems where the executives are almost free to negotiate with their counter-parties before the 
final approval by national legislatures.  

A further tension concerns the impact of the high degree of transparency achieved on 
the overall legitimacy of the negotiations. The potential of access to information and docu-
ments to generate (political) processes of conflict and contestation has undoubtedly been 
realised in the European public sphere. Such processes, however, do not seem to have been 
able to enter the institutional discourse, especially at EU level, where the EP has been seen 
to share the Commission’s pro-trade orientation. At Member States level, on the other hand, 
some national parliaments attempted to exert their control function over the respective exec-
utives. The extent to which this control has been translated into a political pressure capable 
of influencing the latter’s positions in the Council, thus reconciling the interest of the national 
demoi with the supranational interest of the Union, is however still uncertain. 

A paradox emerges when attempting a combined reading of these two tensions. We 
have recalled at the outset (section 2) how transparency has evolved into an alternative 

                                                

95  See Alessandra Algostino, ‘Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership: quando l’impero 
colpisce ancora?’ in Costituzionalismo.it, 1/2014. 
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channel to enhance the accountability and legitimacy of supranational decision-making. In 
the case of TTIP negotiations, however, it is possible to see that precisely where transparen-
cy has been most significantly implemented – i.e. at EU level – parliamentary oversight’s im-
pact on the substance of the negotiations has been less meaningful. In other words, while 
transparency has increased the European polity’s procedural legitimacy, it has failed to cover 
the substantial legitimacy gap, determined by the absence of a properly political mediation of 
social conflict.   

 In fact, what is actually at stake in the TTIP negotiations is not the procedural value 
of transparency - ensured by the post-Lisbon powers of the EP (which mimic and even go 
beyond the powers that national parliaments enjoy before national executives), and by na-
tional parliaments’ influence on the respective executives - but rather the conflicted relation 
between national and European substantial values. The Wertordnung characterising respec-
tively the national and the European orders is in fact not perfectly symmetrical: even after the 
Lisbon Treaty, the EU still remains – at its core – a functionalist and ordoliberal polity96, ori-
ented towards the maximization of pro-market competences and pro-active competition. Hav-
ing inherited the Freiburg school’s economic doctrines97, the EU’s Stabilitätsgemeinschaft 
considers the market as an institutional order to be preserved through high economic compe-
tition, deemed able to raise the balance between supply and demand and to ensure optimal 
allocation of goods. Such ordoliberal paradigm perfectly fits the neo-functionalist design of 
neutral and independent institutions98, exerting specific competences delegated by Member 
States, with the aim of creating an integrated, open and competitive transnational market.   

The conflation of functionalist and ordoliberal doctrines has originally shaped the Eu-
ropean Union as a post-political organization, impenetrable to competing views of the com-
mon good, thus marking its difference from constitutional states, which are instead inherently 
open to unions, parties and the electoral process in order to respond to the political cleavag-
es of society99. Although the references to European values introduced by the Lisbon Treaty 
have represented a meaningful opening, they risk to remain absorbed by the Union’s struc-
tural neutrality towards social conflicts. A real problematization and politicization of the sub-
stantial issues at stake, capable of taking non-market values seriously, may therefore be 
structurally beyond the reach of an efficiency-oriented polity and of its institutions – EP in-
cluded. Hence the difficulties inherent to opening the EU’s functional rationality and the as-

                                                

96  Corrado Caruso, ‘Vincoli di bilancio e dinamica federale europea: itinerari di una comparazionÈ 
[2015], Forum di quaderni costituzionali, Rassegna 7/2015, 1-6 <http://www.forumcostituzionale.it/wordpress/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/caruso.pdf>, accessed 18 January 2016. A Spanish version of the article, published as 
“La juridificación de la austeridad fiscal en Europa: restricciones presupuestarias dentro de la dinámica federal 
europea”, en Derecho y Crítica Social 1(2) 447-504. 

97   See Roberto Miccù, ‘Paradigm shift or paradigm lost? Economic constitutionalism at 
the turn of the century’, in Roberto Miccù and Domenico Siclari (eds), ‘Advanced Law for Economics. Selected 
Essays’, Giappaichelli Torino, 2015, pp. 14 ss Id. , ‘Economic Governance in a Constitution for Europe: An Initial 
Assesment’, in Ingolf Pernice/Miguel Poiares Maduro (eds.), ‘A Constitution for the European Union: First Com-
ments on the 2003 – Draft ot the European Convention (Nomos 2014), 129 ff. 

98 Ernst Haas, ‘The Uniting of Europe : political, social and economical forces 1950-1957’ (Stanford Uni-
versity Press 1958). 

99  Marco Dani, Il diritto pubblico europeo nella prospettiva dei conflitti (CEDAM 2013) 287. 
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sumptions on which it is based to “a diversity of interests among citizens, States and stake-
holders at large, which may not be easily reconciled” 100.  

TTIP negotiations are exemplary in these respects: by aiming at creating the world’s 
widest free-market zone and by promoting transatlantic trade and regulatory cooperation 
through a process led by technical institutions, the TTIP moves precisely within the EU’s orig-
inal epistemic framework. Even if the negotiation mandate stresses the need to promote 
«sustainable development and its economic, social and environmental dimensions, full and 
productive employment and decent work for all as well as the protection and preservation of 
the environment and natural resources»101, these non-trade values risk to remain peripheral 
in the TTIP institutional discourse, which fundamentally pursues efficiency-oriented policies 
aimed at maximizing the EU’s pro-market values. Against this background, transparency can 
play a key-role in promoting accountability, while its potential as a substitute for the qualita-
tively different legitimacy enjoyed by decisions resulting from fully political processes appears 
more problematic. 

                                                

100  Marija Bartl, Elaine Fahey (2014), ‘The Postnational Market Place? Negotiating the Transatlan-
tic Trade and Investment Partnership’ in Elaine Fahey and Deirdre Curtin (eds) Transatlantic Community of Law: 
Interactions between the EU and US legal orders (CUP 2014) 210, 219.  

101  See Council of the European Union, Directives for the negotiation on the Transatlantic Trade 
and Investment Partnership between the European Union and the United States of America, 17 June 2013, pub-
lished on 9 October 2014 and available at <http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-11103-2013-DCL-
1/en/pdf> accessed 23 January 2016. 


